Lakeside Primary School – N/Rec Learning Grid Date: 13.07.20 – 17.07.20 Theme: Pirates and Transition

Daily Activities

Topic

Maths

English

Choose a range of learning across the week to complete.
Resource sheets are provided as guidance and don’t need to be printed if you don’t want to.
You can also include any activities and learning of your own! Please email Reception@lakeside.staffs.sch.uk
Treasure or Fake words
Use your blending skills to read
the phase 2 words on the coins and
decide is it a real or fake word.
(See resource sheet)

Pirate Flag
Think about what makes you
special. Create a pirate flag of all
the things that are special to you.
You could use the sheet or design
your own.

Crack the code!
Use the numbers to crack the
code. Then answer the addition
questions. Use counters or cubes
to help you or you could draw
pictures.
(See resource sheet)

Counting
Rec - Count the pirate objects and
write the number into the circle.
N – Count the objects using your
finger to press each one. Tell an
adult your answer.
(See resource sheet)

Get creative!
Can you make your own Pirate
Ship? You could make it in the
garden out of furniture, big boxes,
blankets etc.
Make sure you can fit in it!
Pencil Control
See if you can follow the dots
carefully with your pencil. You
could try to make a rainbow by
doing it each day but with a
different colour.
(see sheet)

Pirate Passport
Complete your passport so that
your new teacher knows all about
you. Adults can help write your
answers and you can draw the
pictures! (see sheet)
Reading:
Share the story of Jake’s First
Day – Twinkl eBook.
Can you think of any other stories
you know that have pirates in
them?

Treasure Map
N - Design and make your own
treasure map!
R – Can you label the places on
your map or write instructions for
your pirate friends to find the
treasure?
Sharing Half
The two pirates need to share
their treasure. Cut out the
treasure and make sure that each
pirate gets half each so that it is
fair.
(See resource sheet)
Investigate!
Use the
Science Experiments sheets
to explore sinking, floating,
materials and magnets!

Pirate Puppets
Colour in the different parts of
the pirate. Then cut them out and
stick them back together to make
a pirate picture! (see sheet)
Challenge: Write a sentence about
your pirate.
Doubles
Carefully look inside the treasure
chests. Can you double the amount
of golden coins?
(See resource sheet)

Treasure!
N – Use crayons to make coin
rubbings for your own treasure!
R – Use the coin rubbings to make
amounts to 10p. How many
different ways can you make 10p?
Pirate Party!
Invite a friend or family member to a pirate party in your garden.
Make them an invite so they know what day, time and where to go.
Design a pirate hat for you and your friend (see sheet for an idea).
Make some yummy pirate snacks with an adult (see sheet for an idea).
You could make some pirate themed bunting and sing some pirate songs.
You have worked so hard over the last few months - we hope you
have lots of fun! 

